Honda cb 750k

The Honda CBK was a cc , four stroke , four cylinder , street motorcycle manufactured by
Honda from through In June of , Honda dropped the gauntlet that would forever change the
world of motorcycling. The CB "Four" offered a combination of features never before seen on a
single motorcycle. No longer would Honda be known as scooter company. At the heart of the
CBK was an inline four-cylinder engine with a single overhead cam, four carburetors,
four-into-four exhaust pipes. It produced 67 horsepower at rpm which was percent more power
than BSA 's new cc Rocket 3 even though they weighed about the same just under kg pounds.
The Honda, obviously, was much faster. It was not just the four-cylinder engine that caused
such a stir; though most contemporary competitors had twin cylinders, fours had been offered
by several manufacturers in the past. Rather, it was the fact that the four-cylinder power and
smoothness was joined by a five-speed transmission, electric starter, a front disc brake, and a
nearly bullet proof designâ€”the first ever on a street bikeâ€”all at a reasonable price. The
single cam version was produced without much refinement until when it was replaced with a
long awaited, more modern, double cam model. In Honda introduced the "F" or "SuperSport"
model which had a rear disc brake and a 4 into 1 header as well as some other cafe inspired
additions. The same year they also introduced the "A" or "HondaMatic" model which was a
clutchless 2-speed model with a wet sump lubrication system. Honda also produced smaller
fours in ,, , and displacements. Earlier CBs were produced with sand-cast cases that had a
rough finish, later models had smoother castings. Those early sand-cast models have become
the most valuable to collectors. By , Dick Mann piloted a race-prepped CB into the winner's
circle at the Daytona and the world of spurring aftermarket upgrades to the CB Under
development for one year, when finally introduced to the market, The CB offered two
unprecedented features: its disc brake and its inline four cylinder engine -- neither of which
were previously available on mainstream, affordable, production bikes. Cycle Magazine called
the CB "the most sophisticated production bike ever" upon its introduction. Cycle World called
the motorcycle a masterpiece, highlighting Honda's painstaking durability testing, the bike's
mph top speed, the fade-free performance of the braking, the comfortable ride, and excellent
instrumentation. As the first modern four cylinder machine from a mainstream manufacturer,
the term Superbike was coined to describe the CB The bike offered other important features,
both great and small that added to its compelling value: electric starter, kill switch, dual mirrors,
flashing turn signals, screw on oil filter, maintenance free valves and overall smoothness and
freedom from vibration both underway and at a standstill. On the other hand, the bike was
difficult to get on its center stand and tended to throw chain oil on its muffler. Unable to
accurately gauge demand for the new bike, Honda limited its initial investment in the production
dies for the CB by originally using a technique called permanent mold casting often erroneously
referred to as sand casting rather than die-casting for the engines -- unsure of the bike's
reception. The bike remained in the Honda lineup for ten years, sales totaling over , copies in its
life span. In , Honda Japan announced the sale of a new CB very similar to the models sold in
the s. As of August , these bikes have only been announced for the Japan domestic market. The
tank, side covers, and upper forks were of the basic color green, gold, or red. The headlight
shell was also the basic color. The bike had a 4-into-4 throttle cable system. The exhaust
system was a 4-into The engine was a cc SOHC 2-valve dry sump inline 4 cylinder linked to a
5-speed transmission and chain drive. The gas tank stripe was gold. The tank, side covers, and
upper forks were of the basic color red, gold, green, or brown. The side covers were smaller and
there were no slots on the leading edge. There was a two-throttle cable system pull open and
pull closed. Honda CBK1 Wiring diagram. The gas tank stripe was gold but as with previous
models, the Gold tanks had a black stripe. The side covers were smaller than the K0 model and
there were no slots on the leading edge. The upper forks were chrome. The headlight shell was
black. The taillight and side reflectors were larger. The gas tank stripes were white, gold and
black. The taillight and side reflectors were larger than the K1 model. The speedometer showed
increments of 20 i. The white tank pinstripe was wider than the K3 model. The instrument faces
were dark green. The speedometer numbers were increments of 10 i. The instrument faces were
light green. The gas tank stripe was gold with a white and red pinstripe. The gas tank stripe was
gold with a gold and red pinstripe. The " FOUR" side cover emblem was a graphic design. There
was a "K" side cover decal and stripe. The seat is contoured in a two-stage design. A locking lid
covered the gas cap. The exhaust pipes HM were without the black trim covers. The taillight
lens was a wraparound unit with a painted cowling. The speedometer had a mph kph limit. The
engine was a cc DOHC 4-valve inline four cylinder linked to a 5-speed transmission. The gas
tank and side covers were 2-tone. The wheels were black comstar. There was a separate taillight
assembly with the style lens. There was a separate taillight assembly with a chrome bracket.
The speedometer had a 85 mph kph limit. The 4-into-4 mufflers had a new megaphone design.
The front forks were air-adjustable. The front disc brakes were slotted with twin piston calipers.
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December , at Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. The Honda CB is an air-cooled , transverse ,
in-line four-cylinder engine motorcycle made by Honda over several generations for year
models â€” as well as with an upright or standard riding posture. Though other manufacturers
had marketed the transverse, overhead camshaft , inline four-cylinder engine configuration and
the layout had been used in racing engines prior to World War II, Honda popularized the
configuration with the CB, and the layout subsequently became the dominant sport bike engine
layout. The CB was the first motorcycle to be called a "superbike. Honda of Japan introduced
the CB motorcycle to the US and European markets in after experiencing success with its
smaller motorcycles. In the late s Honda motorcycles were, overall, the world's biggest sellers.
Profits from these production bikes financed the successful racing machines of the s, and
lessons learned from racing were applied to the CB The CB was targeted directly at the US
market after Honda officials, including founder Soichiro Honda , repeatedly met US dealers and
understood the opportunity for a larger bike. In American Honda's service manager Bob Hansen
[13] [14] flew to Japan and discussed with Soichiro Honda the possibility of using Grand Prix
technology in bikes prepared for American motorcycle events. Hansen told Soichiro Honda that
he should build a 'King of Motorcycles' [ failed verification ] and the CB appeared at the Tokyo
Show in November and was publicly launched in UK at the Brighton , England motorcycle show
held at the Metropole Hotel exhibition centre during April , [16] [17] with an earlier press-launch
at Honda's London headquarters, [16] [17] the pre-production versions appearing with a high
and very wide handlebar intended for the US market. The three Japanese-prepared machines all
failed during the race with Mann just holding on to win by a few seconds with a failing engine.
They finished in eighth and ninth places. In , Japanese rider Morio Sumiya finished in sixth
place in the Daytona Mile race on a factory Under development for a year, [22] the CB had a
transverse, straight-four engine with a single overhead camshaft SOHC and a front disc brake,
neither of which was previously available on a mainstream, affordable, production motorcycle.
Cycle magazine called the CB, "the most sophisticated production bike ever", on the bike's
introduction. The CB was the first modern four-cylinder machine from a mainstream
manufacturer, [24] and the term superbike was coined to describe it. Much-later models from
included maintenance-free hydraulic valves. Unable to accurately gauge demand for the new
bike, Honda limited its initial investment in the production dies for the CB by using a technique
called permanent mold casting often erroneously referred to as sandcasting rather than
diecasting for the engines [25] â€” unsure of the bike's reception. The bike remained in the
Honda line up for ten years, with a production total over , Year and model code: [27]. Although
the two-speed transmission includes a torque converter typical of an automatic transmission,
the transmission does not automatically change gears for the rider. The selected gear remains
selected until changed by the rider, or the kickstand is lowered which shifts the transmission to
neutral. The design of the transmission is similar in concept to the transmission in Honda's NAT
, [31] [34] a kei car sold in Japan from to The same oil is used for the engine and transmission,
and the engine was changed to a wet sump instead of dry sump type. A lockout safety device
prevents the transmission from moving out of neutral if the side stand is down. There is no
tachometer but the instruments include a fuel gauge and gear indicator. For the gearing was
revised, and the exhaust changed to a four-into-two with a silencer on either side. From through
, with the exception of several years, Honda produced a CB known as the Nighthawk In Honda
Japan announced the sale of a new CB very similar to the models sold in the s. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Honda CBK. Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan,
Inc. Archived from the original on 3 November Retrieved 11 August Developed with the goal of
giving riders greater power with better safety, the Dream CB featured Honda's first double
cradle frame and the world's first hydraulic front disc brakes. Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved 17
November Discovery Channel. Archived from the original on 3 October Abrams, p. Bob Hansen,
â€” A long and rewarding life. Cover, , â€” Honda's arrives. Cover, 38â€”39, Honda's Four.
Retrieved 21 May Honda Motor Co. December American Honda Motor Co. Archived from the
original on 31 May Honda Japan. Archived from the original on 21 October Retrieved 9 May
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